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THE USE OF THE ACCUSATIVE AS AN INDIRECT OBJECT IN NORTHERN AND 
PONTIC GREEK: A CLASSIFICATION OF ITS SYNTACTIC RANGE 
ELENA ANAGNOSTOPOULOU1, DIONYSIS MERTYRIS2 & CHRISTINA SEVDALI3 
University of Crete1 & Ulster University2, 3 
One of the most important isoglosses in Modern Greek dialectology is the split between dialects 
that either use the genitive or the accusative to express the indirect object and other related 
functions inherited from the Ancient Greek dative. Our presentation aims to discuss the 
findings of fieldwork that was undertaken in the Prefectures of Grevena, Kozani, Pieria and 
Imathia in Northern Greece in May 2019 with native speakers of the two major dialect groups 
that employ the accusative as an indirect object (ACC = IO), Northern and Pontic Greek 
(Manolessou & Beis 2006). 
Our research focused on the range of the use of the accusative in the following syntactic 
contexts: 
i) as the third argument (recipient, addressee and source) in ditransitive constructions; 
ii) as a beneficiary (indirect object-like or free); 
iii) as an experiencer (e.g. with the piacere type of verbs); 
iv) as the (non-direct object) second argument of verbs that can denote a mixed 
comitative/goal role (e.g. with  eak ,  e emble ); 
v) as a locative goal (e.g. with  c me ) and ce (e.g. i h  li  a a ); 
vi) as an external possessor; 
vii) as an ethical dative. 
A number of criteria were used with regards to the range of the use of the accusative in 
these syntactic domains: 
i) differences between nominal phrases and personal pronouns (strong and clitics); 
ii) differences between the imperative and other moods; 
iii) the possible role of definiteness, number, gender and the distinction between proper and 
common nouns; 
iv) word order; 
v) the use of ACC = IO in passive constructions; 
vi) the significance of clitic doubling, namely the grammaticality of an ACC = IO nominal 
phrase without the presence of a pronominal clitic. 
Preliminary results suggest the following main points. First, quite clearly the accusative 
is used in all of these syntactic domains in both dialect groups without the parallel use of the 
genitive (apart from exceptions in the mixed type of the variety of Siatista, Kozani Prefecture). 
Second, the use of the ACC = IO in passive constructions is extremely limited. Third, the 
role of clitic doubling is crucial when the accusative is used as a non-direct object second 
complement in Northern Greek, as opposed to Pontic Greek. Finally, Pontic Greek does not 
allow constructions with accusative raised possessors and ethical datives (e.g. *   
[1sg.ACC]   ki  he child en n m  behalf ). The e finding  a e f high ignificance 
not only for the understanding of the synchronic status of the use of the accusative in these 
dialect groups, but also for the diachronic comprehension of the loss of the dative in early 
Medieval Greek and the split that it caused between GEN = IO and ACC = IO dialects in the 
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Greek-speaking world. This latter point will also be addressed in our presentation by comparing 
our findings to ACC=IO constructions in vernacular Medieval and early Modern Greek texts 
(cf. Manolessou & Lentari 2003). 
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IRONY INTERPRETATION IN GREEK-SPEAKING MULTILINGUAL 
AND BI-DIALECTAL SPEAKERS 
YRIAKOS ANTONIOU1 & GEORGE SPANOUDIS2 
University of Cyprus1, 2 
We examined the effect of speaking more than one language (multilingualism) or two dialects 
(bi-dialectalism) on irony interpretation and processing in Greek-speaking young adults. To 
our knowledge, there has been so far no comprehensive examination of irony in multilinguals 
or bi-dialectals. We expected a multilingual advantage in irony interpretation because there is 
some evidence that multilinguals weigh pragmatic information (e.g. intonation) more heavily 
than linguistic cues during language acquisition and processing (Yow & Markman 2011). Bi-
dialectals were tested to examine whether the close similarity between the languages spoken 
modulates the effect of multilingualism (if any). 
Thirty-three multilinguals (in Cypriot, Standard Modern Greek and other languages), 52 
bi-dialectals (in Cypriot and Standard Modern Greek) and 29 monolinguals (in Standard 
Modern Greek) were given: 
(1) An irony test in Standard Modern Greek (SMG). We used ironic criticisms, where the 
speaker provided a positive reply to mean something negative, with a critical intent. 
Participants watched videos where one actor asked the other which of two objects s/he wanted. 
The second actor  e l  c ld be ince e (li e al nega i e  i i e)  i nic and a  
accompanied by different cue(s) (Context-only, Intonation-only, Intonation + Face, Context + 
Intonation + Face). We used different cues to determine whether multilingualism confers a 
global advantage in irony or whether the benefit is found only when irony is indexed by non-
verbal cues (e.g. facial expression). Participants had to select the object the second person 
wanted (for irony, one object corresponded to the literal meaning). Accuracy and reaction times 
(RTs) were recorded. 
(2) Mill Hill Vocabulary test (Raven et al. 1997). 
(3) Matrix reasoning test for general intelligence (Wechsler 1999). 
(4) Family Affluence Scale (Boyce et al. 2006) and parental education levels for socioeconomic 
status (SES). 
There were no group differences in SES (F(2, 101)=0.016, p>.05) or general intelligence 
(F(2, 121)=1.511, p<.05), but multilinguals had a smaller SMG vocabulary than the other two 
groups (F(2, 119)=6.46, p<.05).  An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on accuracy with Group 
and Condition as factors indicated only a significant effect of Condition (F(2, 222)=213, 
p<.05). Participants were less accurate in the Ironic than the other conditions (ps<.05). A 
similar ANOVA on RTs showed, again, only a significant Condition effect (F(1, 80)=32, 
p<.05). Participants were slower in the Ironic than the other conditions (ps<.05). A further 
ANOVA on accuracy for the ironic items with Group and Cue as factors indicated only a 
significant Cue effect (F(3, 333)=29, p<.05). Participants were less accurate in the Context-
only and Intonation-only conditions than the other cue conditions (ps<.05). A similar ANOVA 
on RTs for ironic items showed only a significant Cue effect (F(3, 129)=28, p<.05): participants 
were slower in the Context-only than the Intonation + Face condition (p<.05).  
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In general, we found some evidence that irony is more demanding than understanding 
literal meanings and that it is facilitated when more than one ironic markers are present. 
Nevertheless, there were no group differences in irony. We discuss these findings in the context 
of a recent proposal that multilinguals have a single, language-independent pragmatic system 
that develops and functions similarly to monolinguals (Antoniou 2019). 
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DIALECTAL VARIATION IN GREEK SIGN LANGUAGE (GSL): 
THE EMERGENCE OF MARKERS AND STEREOTYPES 
KLIMIS ANTZAKAS1, DIMITRIS PAPAZACHARIOU2 & VASILIKI ZACHAROPOULOU3 
University of Patras1, 2, 3 
The aim of this study is to present and encode the dialectal variables in Greek Sign Language 
(GSL) through the analysis of video recorded narratives of deaf informants from two different 
regions of Greece, Thessaloniki and Patra. 
Our research follows the tendency of the most recent research models and encoding of 
dialectal variation in many different sign languages around the world (see among others: Woll 
et al. 1991; Stamp 2013; Stamp et al. 2015; Schembri et al. 2018; for BSL (British Sign 
Language), Johnston & Schembri 2007 for AUSLAN (Australian Sign Language), Lucas et al. 
2001 for ASL (American Sign Language) and for LIS (Italian Sign Language) Geraci et al. 
2011). 
Data analysis showed that the handshape, the location, the movement and the direction 
(i.e. all these elements that form the morphological units -GLOSSES- in GSL) can show 
variation· variation that apparently relates with the geographical region of the signers, for 
example if they are from Patras or from Thessaloniki. Variables which we consider as 
phonetic/phonological ones. 
Except the above phonetic/phonological variation, a lot of occurrences of 
morphological/lexical variation were also found, i. e. the existence of GLOSSES with the same 
meaning but with a completely different form. 
In addition to differentiation of dialectal variables in terms of linguistic levels, dialectal 
variables identified in our data can be categorized under the following three different 
categories: 
i) Variables  mainly lexical  with variants commonly used by signers in one 
geographical area, but not recognized by the signers of the other. An example of such case is 
he le ical a iable CHEESE  and i  The al nikian a ian , hich a n  ec gni able b  
the signers from Patras. 
ii) Variables that function as stereotypes, following Labov (1972). Such an example is 
he GLOSS f The al niki ANIMALS . The igne  f m Pa a  egi n a e able  ec gni e 
the sign but they consider it as a variant of Thessaloniki, so they prefer not to use it. 
iii) Variables used by signers of both regions, with clear quantitative differentiation 
be een Pa a and The al niki. The e a iable  a e c n ide ed  be ma ke . A ical 
e am le i  he le ical a iable f he ign ROAD  and i   a ian . 
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HOW SONORITY SHAPED THE FATE OF CONSONANT CLUSTERS 
IN ITALIOT GREEK 
EIRINI APOSTOLOPOULOU 
Università degli Studi di Verona 
Universitetet i Tromsø —
Norges arktiske universitet 
This paper investigates the syllable structure of the Italiot Greek (IG) dialects, i.e. Calabrian 
Greek (CG) and Salentinian Greek (SG) (Rohlfs 1950; Karanastassis 1997) and suggests a 
common motivation behind the diachronic changes consonant clusters have undergone. The 
analysis is couched within Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004). 
At the surface level, no rising sonority clusters are synchronically attested in IG, with the 
exception of obstruent-liquid sequences, e.g. mávro black , kladí b anch  (e am le  f m 
Ka ana a i  1984 1992). Ob en -nasal clusters turn into geminate nasals; for example, 
kan ó m ke  (< pn), lín o lam  (< xn), alem éno g nd (/aleC[cor]-mén- /) (cf. d arméno 
kinned , i h a li id-final root). 
Further evidence comes from the evolution of the stop-fricative clusters ps and ks in CG. 
In the Rochudi and Gallicianò sub-dialects, one finds the variants spomí (< ps) b ead , he e 
the order of the segments has been inverted, and ʃ ílo (< ks) d , he e he cl e  ha  gi en 
its place to a geminate. On the other hand, in Bova, both clusters have become t s, i.e. t somí, 
t sílo. Concerning obstruent-obstruent clusters coming from sonority plateaux, e.g. ft and xt (< 
pt and kt, respectively), a change in the Place of Articulation (PoA) has led to neutralization: 
both dorsals and labials have turned into coronals. Each CG variety opted for a different path; 
consider for instance t hoxó / t héni (Gallicianò) ~ θtoxó / θténi (Rochudi) ~ stoxó / sténi (Bova) 
(cf. Standard Greek ftoxó  / xténi c mb ). In e e ingl  en gh, SG dem n a e  imila  
cases of neutralization regarding C[lab or dor]C[cor] clusters. In particular, labialization of the 
dorsals is observed, followed by further coronalization, e.g. fsomí~s omí, fsílo~s ílo. 
ftoxó~t oxó, fténi~t éni (see Tzitzilis 2004). 
We maintain that the evolution of consonant clusters in IG is conditioned by minimal 
sonority distance requirements that impose restrictions on complex onsets and on codas. 
Branching onsets can host only obstruent-liquid clusters; therefore, clusters of a different 
sonority profile need to be syllabified as coda-onset. Crucially, in case the latter do not comply 
with the Syllable Contact Law (SCL, Davis 1998; Murray & Vennemann 1983; Gouskova 
2001), which dictates that the sonority between a coda and an onset is required not to rise, 
repair strategies may be employed: (a) coalescence, which results in flat sonority geminates 
that do satisfy the requirements imposed by the SCL (ps > t s); (b) local metathesis (ps > sp), 
which yields a falling sonority cluster; and (c) lenition in terms of PoA (kt > ft), according to 
the markedness hierarchy dorsals > labials > coronals (de Lacy 2006; see Seigneur & Pagliano 
2003 for Romanian), which targets consonants in coda position. Note that, on the basis of 
independent evidence (long-distance rhotic metathesis, syntactic doubling), we take word-
initial pre-consonantal fricatives as well as the first part of word-initial geminates to be 
heterosyllabic (Goad 2011). The diatopic variation arising due to the application of different 
phonological processes is formalized in terms of Property Theory (Alber, DelBusso & Prince 
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2016). The microtypology across the IG varieties is namely determined by the minimal ranking 
conditions between faithfulness constraints LINEARITY (=no metathesis) and IDENT (=no 
change). 
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BETWEEN [s] AND [ ]: DIFFERENCES IN SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF /s/ 
BETWEEN CYPRIOT GREEK AND STANDARD GREEK 
SPYROS ARMOSTIS1 & EFTYCHIA LOMBARDO2 
University of Cyprus1 & European University 
Cyprus2 
The study comprises a comparison of the realisation of the alveolar fricative /s/ in two varieties 
of Greek: Standard Greek (henceforth SG) and Cypriot Greek (henceforth CG). In contrast to 
SG, CG has both an alveolar and a post-alveolar fricative in its inventory. In the case of SG, 
since there is no such contrast, the realisation of /s/ need not be very different from the 
realisation of a / /. Indeed, SG [s] was acoustically shown to be intermediate between English 
[s] and [ ] (Panagopoulos 1991) and also Bulgarian [s] and [ ] (Milenova 2014). In articulatory 
terms, the realisation of SG /s/ (Nicolaidis 2001) involves a retracted articulation compared to 
English [s] (cf. Arvaniti 2007). However, in spontaneous speech, some variability was 
observed, as SG /s/ was articulatorily shown to be fronted before e.g. /t/, but retracted in 
between two / /s (Nicolaidis 1994, 2001). 
No study so far has examined whether the realisation of /s/ differs between SG and CG, 
and, in particular, whether SMG [s] is intermediate between CG [s] and [ ]. In order to 
investigate this, an acoustic experiment was designed, which examined [s] in both SG and CG, 
and [ ] in CG, in every vocalic context in both stressed and unstressed syllables. Six native 
speakers of SG and six native speakers of CG were recorded. The first four spectral moments 
from the centre of the target fricatives were measured in order to establish differences in 
fricative spectral shape. 
The results showed that SG [s] was intermediate in Centre of Gravity (CoG) between CG 
[s] and [ ], being closer to the latter rather than to the former. Vowel environment and stress 
had no effect on CoG. Spectral standard deviation did not vary significantly among the three 
fricatives. Regarding spectral skewness, SG [s] exhibited the highest positive value, followed 
by CG [ ], indicating concentration of energy in the lower frequencies for both consonants; CG 
[s] exhibited almost zero skewness, something that shows that acoustic energy was 
symmetrically distributed around the mean. Finally, SG [s] showed greater kurtosis than both 
SG [s] and [ ]. 
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Ti AND ki IN PHARASIOT GREEK 
METIN BA RIA IK1 & KONSTANTINOS SAMPANIS2 
Bo aziçi University1, 2 
It has been noted since Dawkins (1916: 654) that in the Modern Greek dialect of Pharasa 
(hereafter PhG) a certain particle, ti (< Ancient Greek hóti; Dawkins 1916: 654; Andriotis 1948: 
52 and Anastasiadis 1976: 259), may optionally be enclitic on verba dicendi or on verbs of 
mental communication when such verbs introduce quotes (Nicholas 1998: 290ff; Ba a k 
2018: 295 298). In this context another particle, ki (< the so-called Turkish complementizer 
ki), can also follow the Verb=ti complex, either immediately after it (1) or following another 
constituent of the reporting clause that comes after the Verb=ti complex (2). 
(1) Ipen di ki Allah, Panajia mu, ade to koridzi 
said.3SG TI KI God Holy Virgin my this the girl 
dhos ta a i i  
give.IMP.2SG 3OBJ a soul 
He aid O Allah, O H ll  Vi gin, gi e hi  gi l life!  (Da kin  1916: 466) 
(2) Tuz a ipo ti so vasilon ki tin gori su 
how PRT tell.1SG TI to.the king KI the daughter  your 
irevi ta a fidhi? 
want.3SG 3OBJ a snake 
h  ill I ell  he king a nake i  a king f   da gh e ?  
(Theodoridis 1964: 306) 
For (1) (2), Nich la  (1998: 291) claim  ha  he a i e f nc i n f ti is so pervasive 
in [PhG], that syn[t]actically it no longer behaves as a complementiser, but has grammaticalised 
into a clitic to the linguistic verb, allowing the Turco-Persian complementiser ki to act as the 
ac al a i e . 
We begin this presentation with two fundamental observations: (i) neither ti nor ki is 
obligatory with any verba dicendi or verbs of mental communication when there is a quote 
associated with these verbs, and (ii) ti is not attested with any other verb, e.g., verbs of emotion, 
even in cases where there is a quote associated with them. Based on (i) we claim that neither ti 
nor ki can be gl e  a  an ac al a i e  par excellence, and based on (ii) we claim that ti 
is not grammaticalized into a clitic just to any linguistic verb; but only to transitive verbs when 
they are associated with a quote. This leaves us with the question what the functions of ti and 
ki are in a quotative construction. We begin answering these questions by adopting the cross-
linguistic observation that there is a close distributional affinity between quotes and bare 
nominals (de Vries 2008: 65). Following this, we claim that ti in its earlier attestations was a 
quasi-obligatory clitic resuming the quote. Data from heritage speakers of PhG reveal that ti 
has been replaced today by the third person resumptive object clitic ta Janse (1998: 539 540), 
which, unlike ti, is an obligatory resumptive clitic in this context. Returning to ki, we claim, 
following Ba a k (2017), that it does not function as a quotative particle but rather as a 
discourse particle that signals the authority of the speaker on the narrating event. Furthermore, 
it appears with the same function not only in quotative constructions but in a number of 
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apparently unrelated configurations. These observations urge us to conclude that there are no 
quotative [markers] in PhG  actual or not  contrary to the claim in Nicholas (1988). 
In addition to the synchronic analysis, we examine ti with respect to the complementation 
system of the rest of Asia Minor Greek varieties and other Greek dialects and we attempt to 
provide an interpretation for the co-occurrence of the particles ti and ki in certain PhG contexts. 
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SUBJECT CONTACT RELATIVES IN ASIA MINOR GREEK 
METIN BA RIA IK 
Bo aziçi University 
In both Pontic (PG) and Pharasiot Greek (PhG) dialects, relative clauses (RC) are, in the 
unmarked case, introduced by relativizers whose morphological shape vary across dialects and 
across RC types. (1) (2) exemplify subject RCs with tu in PhG and p  in PG respectively: 
(1) PhG 
[tu a  niksi to varti] eni tu vasilo i k i [ ] 
RLZ PRT blossom.3SG the rose is the.GEN king.GEN the daughter 
he e ha  ill bl m i  he king  da gh e  (Le idi  1892: 388) 
(2) PG 
[i proskinitadhes  idhan a  oloera] e a ki an [ ] 
the pilgrims RLZ saw.3PL from around yelled.3PL 
The ilg im  h  a  (i ) a nd elled  (Pa ad l  1938: 467) 
Texts on both dialects further exhibit a plethora of apparent RCs in which, however, 
contrary to the unmarked case, no relativizer is present. For earlier observations, see Andriotis 
(1948: 51), Anastasiadis (1976: 248) (for PhG), and Papadopoulos (1955: 23), Kiriakides 
(1951:161) (for PG). This abstract focuses only on relativizerless subject RCs, as in (3) (4): 
(3) PhG 
idha [an koritsi katheti a i monaxo ts] 
I saw a girl sit.3SG there on her own 
I a  a gi l h / ha  a  i ing he e n he  n.  (And i i  1948: 51) 
(4) PG 
ama o perperts eton inas athropos ksai mistikon k  ekranen 
but the barber was a man never secret not kept.3SG 
B  he ba be  a  a man ( h ) ne e  ke  ec e  (Pa cha idi  1885: 153) 
Given that both dialects are null-subject varieties, the aim of this note is to assess whether 
or not relativizerless structures as (3) (4) do indeed qualify as (some sort of) RCs. To this 
effec , I c m a e hem  bjec  c n ac  ela i e  (SCR ) f ce tain English varieties 
discussed in Jespersen (1928: 143ff), Doherty (1994; 2000), Henry (1995), Haegeman (2015): 
(5) I know a smart Greek fella (who) owns maybe twenty restaurants (Doherty 200: 58) 
Drawing on synchronic data, I first reveal that relativizer omission in subject RCs is 
rather restricted: it is most naturally tolerated when the subject RC is a complement of a few 
verbs, such as see, in copular existential sentences, and in have-existential sentences. 
Preliminarily judgments suggest that relativizer omission in these contexts is tolerated as long 
as the head is indefinite. Second, I show that relativizer omission is disallowed when the RC 
functions as the subject or the indirect object in a given sentence. Finally, I show with a number 
of tests that a relativizerless RC (in the above configurations) is not a root clause juxtaposed to 
a nominal (Head): (i) a relativizerless RC and its associated nominal can be topicalized 
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together, (ii) a relativizerless RC can be coordinated with a regular RC, yielding RC-stacking, 
(iii) a variable pronominal within the RC receives a distributive reading if the Head is 
quantificational. (i) (iii) reveal that a relativizerless subject RC is a genuinely embedded 
clause, behaving on par with fully-fledged RCs; hence, SCRs should be recognized in PhG and 
PG, verifying the previous observations. The talk also touches upon the issue as to how this 
configuration might have emerged in PhG. 
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ASPECTS OF DIALECTAL PHRASEOLOGY: 
THE CASE OF THE GREEK IDIOMS OF THE MOUNTAIN REGION OF THESPROTIA 
AND OF SOUTH ALBANIA 
ELENI BANTIOU1 & DORIS K. KYRIAZIS2 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki1, 2 
The aim of this paper is to contribute to the field of dialectal phraseology, which is examined 
within the scope of language contact and Balkan linguistics. Except for the diachronic aspect 
of the phraseological units, we focused on their diatopic aspect and their spread in certain 
geographical areas, where they are mostly, or even strictly known. In the light of contact 
linguistics, we examine phraseological material of the Greek idioms of South Albania and of 
the mountain region of Thesprotia. The collection of the phraseological material was based on 
indexing phraseological units from the literary work of T. Kotsias and S. Dimitriou, who 
systematically use the dialectal variation in their writings. More phraseological units of the 
l cal idi m  e e added, de i ing f m k c nce ning he egi n f i . A c m a i n 
of the gathered material with the available, corresponding phraseological units coming from 
the Albanian language was made afterwards. The study highlights a series of phraseological 
equivalents between the two linguistic varieties, which are the result of the language contact 
between Greek speaking and Albanian speaking populations of this specific geographic, as well 
as linguistic area. The consistency of the phraseological units leads us to the conclusion that 
we can interpret a large part of the dialectal phraseological material, which remains opaque 
within the range of Greek, by shedding light on the neighboring language. 
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VOICE IN ISTANBUL GREEK 
UMUT GÜLSÜN 
Bo aziçi University 
The G eek c mm ni  f I anb l (C n an in li e   he R m ) i  an indigen  
ethnoreligious group that has long existed, withstanding pressure and heavy emigration to 
Greece. Although the Orthodox Greek population in Turkey is now confined to Istanbul (Poli), 
mi  (Sm na), B caada (Tened ), and G k eada (Imb ), he G eek lang age a  ken 
throughout Asia Minor before World War I and the population exchange between Greece and 
Turkey in 1924. Today, the Greek population in Istanbul is estimated to be around 2500 people 
(Rompopoulou 2018). Nevertheless, the Greek language continues to exist in Istanbul, with 
several official domains for the language. These domains include the Greek Orthodox 
Patriarchate situated in Fener (Phanar) with its 70 churches (Komondouros and McEntee-
Atalianis 2007) around Istanbul, two community newspapers (Iho and Apoyevmatini), the Iho 
radio, the Istos publishing house, four junior schools, three high schools, and a nursery school 
(Rompopoulou 2018). However, given the highly small size of the community and various other 
unfavorable factors surrounding the minority languages in Turkey, Istanbul Greek could be 
facing the threat of language shift in its last bastion in Turkey. 
This research aims at analyzing the language spoken by the Greeks of Istanbul in terms 
of Voice related constructions, such as anticausative and passive predicates. In these 
constructions, a special morphological phenomenon in Greek, namely non-active morphology, 
shows up on a regular basis. Hence, the usage of non-active morphology in Istanbul Greek is 
the main theme of this research. In order to collect data for the Istanbul dialect, I collected 
grammaticality judgments from speakers of Istanbul Greek based on a set of Greek sentences. 
Each of these sentences include two options for marking the verb: non-active morphology vs. 
active morphology. Moreover, each verb in question comes in four different contexts: passive, 
anticausative, anticausative with partial change semantics, and anticausative with total change 
semantics. Eventually, I could collect data for the morphological marking of 25 verbs in 
Istanbul Greek. In terms of demographics, all four Istanbul Greek informants that participated 
in this study are generations-long Istanbulites who are Greek-Turkish bilinguals. The interviews 
with the informants took place in their homes, work places, or public places such as cafes. All 
of the informants were either middle-aged or elderly. Note that this research was conducted 
with a small sample, and the findings can only be interpreted as tendencies. 
The data collected in this research revealed differences between Standard Greek and 
Istanbul Greek in terms of the marking of anticausative and passive verbs. I claim that some of 
these differences can be attributed to language contact between Istanbul Greek and Turkish. In 
terms of setting the theoretical background for Voice-related constructions in Standard Greek, 
I ili ed Ale iad  e  al.  (2015) k about Standard Greek marked/unmarked 
anticausatives. I also collected data on Standard Greek myself, which diverged slightly from 
Ale iad  e  al.  (2015) e lana i n f V ice-related constructions in the standard dialect. For 
setting the linguistic background on Istanbul Greek, I utilized the study of Pandelidis (2019). 
In order to offer a morphosyntactic explanation for the dialectal differences observed in the 
Istanbul Greek data, I utilized language contact concepts such as valency-copying (Grossman 
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& Witzlack-Makarevich 2019), morphophonological explanations such as the presence vs. 
ab ence f he a gmen  el, and Ha elma h  (1993) n anei  cale, am ng he . 
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Of all he Ca ad cian dialec , Ula a  Ca ad cian i  c n ide ed he m  c  b  
Da kin  (1916: 18): N he e i  he cab la   filled i h T ki h d   he n a   
T ki h . Ke i gl  ingle   he f ll ing a  being cha ac e i ic: he l  f g amma ical 
gender distinctions and the resulting neuterisation of nouns, including the generalized use of 
the neuter article do, pl. da (  1951: 4). In the case of transitive clauses this results 
in potential ambiguity, as nominative and accusative NPs are not distinguished 
morphologically. Kesisoglou quotes the following example: itó do néka do ándra-t páasen do 
do xorjó, hich c ld ei he  mean ha  man led he  h band  he illage   ha  man, 
he  h band led he   he illage  (  1951: 49). To disambiguate such cases, the 
article is often omitted under the second interpretation according to Kesisoglou: itó do néka 
ándra-t páasen do do xorjó (  1951: 49). Likewise, itó do peí vavá-t çórsen do ha  
child, i  fa he  a  i  . itó do peí do vavá-t çórsen do ha  child a  i  fa he  (  
1951: 49). This suggests that the article is omitted in the case of subject NPs, but not in the case 
of object NPs (Janse 2019:100). Upon closer scrutiny, however, it turns out that the article can 
only be omitted if the noun is historically masculine or feminine, but not neuter. In this paper, 
I investigate the use of the article in transitive clauses containing two overt NPs in connection 
with the word order and information structure of these clauses as means of distinguishing 
subject from object NPs. 
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HOW TO MAKE SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHING: 
GRAMMATICALIZATION WITH DEGRAMMATICALIZATION 
IN THE GREEK DIALECTAL IMPERFECT 
BRIAN JOSEPH1 & ANGELA RALLI2 
Ohio State University1 & University of Patras2 
A anda d in e e a i n f he g amma icali a i n cline  ee  he de l i n f g amma ical 
ma e ial ch a  affi e  in  me e  h n l g , a  i h n n l al Umla  in Ge manic  
Celtic grammatically relevant consonant mutations, as showing movement towards the 
endpoint of the cline (Hopper & Traugott 1993). 
Since affixes often themselves result from movement along the cline from originally free 
words, the development of a phonological effect out of an earlier affix or even a once-free word 
can be taken as consistent with unidirectional movement in grammaticalization from forms with 
greater independence and less grammatical value to marking that has less independence and 
greater grammatical value (Haspelmath 2004). In a sense, such examples show the development 
along a grammatical cline essentially into nothing  the absence of an overt grammatical form, 
except for a feature of the phonological make-up of a word-form  out of something, i.e. out 
of a once-freestanding element. 
There are cases, however, of the opposite sort of development, whereby something, i.e. 
an overt grammatical affix, has arisen out of nothing, i.e. out of a mere phonetic effect that has 
been reinterpreted as having an independent existence as a grammatical marker (Joseph 2011). 
A case in point is the emergence of the suffix - - in some dialectal varieties of Modern Greek  
Peloponnesian, and some Cyclades and Sporades varieties (Pantelidis 2003)  as a marker of 
the imperfective aspect (Ralli 2005). 
This suffix developed via the reinterpretation and spread of a phonetic glide, -j-, that arose 
originally in the 3sg imperfect tense between the stem vowel -a- and the personal ending -e, 
around the end of the 16th century ( olton et al. 2019); thus fila- ki  f med a a  
imperfective /fíla-e/ /he a  ki ing , hich a  h ne icall  eali ed a  [f la-j-e] with the 
glide -j- phonetically inserted in the transition between the back vowel -a- and the front 
vowel -e. Since -j- before a front vowel in Modern Greek is the phonetic realization also of 
underlying / /, this sequence -aje was reinterpreted as phonemically /-a e/ and from that, - - 
spread to personal forms where -j- was not phonetically justified, e.g. with the 1sg ending -a-, 
thus [fíla a] I a  ki ing , f m nderlying /fíla-a/. Thus, this grammatical suffix - - arose 
 f me e  h n l g . 
Thi  de el men , he ef e, h  hallma k  f g amma icali a i n  in ha , f m a 
functional standpoint, it involves the emergence of material with grammatical function out of 
material that was less (or even non-) grammatical originally, but, at the same time, in terms of 
form, it shows counter-directional, degrammaticalizing, movement from a dependent 
phonological effect to a more independent affix. Thus, such instances represent cases of 
deg amma icali ing g amma icali a i n , a me ha  an mal  and n al c mbina i n f 
traits. 
These examples and the interpretation given to them demonstrate important points about 
Greek dialectology, about grammaticalization, and about the study of grammatical change. As 
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for Modern Greek dialects, the developments with - - in the imperfect contrast with what 
occurred in other dialects: Northern Greek has -us- (e.g. a apusa I a  l ing , Pa ad l  
1926), and Cappadocian shows inherited -isk, -an-/-in- or combined -inisk-, varying by area 
(e.g. Delmeso thoriska/thorina I a  eeing , Fe ek rotiniska I a  a king , Da kin  1916). 
These developments make the creation of imperfect - - all the more striking as they show that 
phonologically independent material was available that could have been used. 
As for lessons about grammaticalization, we note that: i) grammatical material can 
originate in ways other than the downgrading of lexical items; ii) grammatical change does not 
unidirecti nall  m e d n  he cline f m le  igh l  b nd  m e igh l  b nd; 
m emen   he cline i  ible ; and iii) if we focus just on one type of movement 
involving grammatical material  from less to more dependent  we can miss interesting 
types of grammatical change. 
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THE (NON)REALIZATION OF LATERAL /l/ 
IN THE (SOUTHERN) TSAKONIAN DIALECT: 
TWO GRAMMARS? 
IOANNA KAPPA 
University of Crete 
This study examines the instances of realization and deletion of the lateral /l/ in the Tsakonian 
dialect, specifically in the southern one. In the literature it has been reported that in the dialect 
the lateral /l/ is deleted when a non-front vowel follows, i.e. /a/, /o/, /u/ (see Anagnostopoulos 
1926, Pernot, 1934 and their relevant data below in [1]). The deletion of /l/ occurs in 
stressed/unstressed, word-initial/-medial syllables. In the case of [Obstruent + l] clusters, it is 
eali ed he h ic [ ] a  he ec nd membe  [2] (  1999:34). 
(1) Standard Modern Greek Tsakonian Gloss 
láði áði olive oil, NEU.NOM.SG 
éla éa come! IMP.SG 
ló os ó os speech, reason, MASC.NOM.SG 
l  > ( l ) >  (I) want 
lalúsa aúa talking, PART.FEM.NOM.SG 
(2) lósa rúsa language, FEM.NOM.SG 
pláti práka back, FEM.NOM.SG 
More recent Tsakonian data reveal the realization of /l/ in stressed/unstressed word-initial 
position [3] and in [Obstruent + l] cl e  [4] ( , 1980: 45, 105). 
(3) lað á < /laðiá/ laðía greasy, FEM.NOM.SG 
láspi lá pi mud, FEM.NOM.SG 
l g  < /lónkos/ l g  forest, MASC.NOM.SG 
(4) lári lári seagull, MASC.NOM.PL 
plúsios plúsie rich, ADJ.MASC.NOM.SG 
We claim that the non-realization of /l/ in the data in [1] (deletion of /l/ in all single onset 
positions) and in [2] (realization of [r] in complex onsets) can be attributed to a dissimilatory 
effect. Specifically, if we assume that laterals have both coronal and dorsal PLACE features, then 
the coronal laterals have a primary CORONAL node and a DORSAL secondary node (Walsh-
Dickey, 1997) and the dissimilation has the following consequences:  
(a) the delinking of the dorsal node in the environment of dorsal (back) vowels resulting in the 
deletion of the whole segment (single onset) in [1];  
(b) in the complex onsets in [2], after the delinking of the dorsal node, the coronal one remains 
intact resulting in the realization of coronal liquid [r]. 
In the more recent data in [3, 4] it seems that a language change is in progress, maybe to 
the pressure of Standard Modern Greek, and the dissimilatory (dialectal) effect starts to subside 
firstly in perceptually strong positions, i.e. stressed syllables or word-initially. This suggest that 
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currently two parallel grammars (G) are in use, namely the (still) dominant G1 (data 1, 2) and 
the emerging (peripheral) G2 (data 3, 4). 
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ON THE ORIGINS OF THE - AORIST OF THE VERB  
JERNEJA KAV I  
University of Ljubljana 
As is known, some Modern Greek dialects display the - em a i  f he e b  (e.g., 
, , ; cf. And i i  1974, . . ). These forms are usually explained as 
descendants f he Ancien  G eek e fec  . The la e  i  belie ed  ha e ad ed he 
function of the perfective past and to have replaced the corresponding aorist indicative , 
whereas the reduplication was replaced with the augment (Horrocks 2010: 302; Holton et. al. 
2019: 1344). Recently, Holton et al. (2019: 1344) have also drawn attention to shortcomings of 
hi  in e e a i n, a g ing ha  he e idence  in G eek a i i  ela i el  lende  and 
ela i el  la e.  F  in ance, he ea lie  a e a i n f he a gmen ed   a ea  g  
back to the Chronicle of John Malalas (6 h cen  AD), and he la i  f -aorists  
da e  f m l ng af e  he demi e f he e fec  (l c. ci .). Additional evidence against this view, 
as I argue, concerns the fact that non-literary papyri do not seem to display any significant 
tendency toward  adopting the function of the perfective past, in contrast to certain 
other perfects that appear to have been particularly prone at adopting this function (namely, 
, , , , , ; Mandila a  1973: 226 227; cf. Ben ein 
2016: 154 155). As a result, it may seem more reasonable to adopt the view that this aorist is a 
ecen  f ma i n d e  he anal g  (Janna i  1969: 273). 
I aim to ide addi i nal e idence in  f he ie  ha  he -aorist of the verb 
 igina e  f m he e fec  . Thi  evidence includes the tendency, displayed by 
some post-Classical lower- egi e  e , a d he e fec   ad ing he f nc i n f 
the perfective past. This perfect is frequently modified with time specifications of anterior 
events or co-occurs with the aorist indicative in coordinative constructions referring to 
consecutive past events. These are widely accepted criteria for identifying the perfective use of 
he e fec  (cf. Ben ein 2016: 154 155; Mandilaras 1973: 226). Furthermore, epigraphic 
sources also display the use of the contracted form , a  ell a  ( a el ) f he 
a gmen ed f m  (e.g. SEG 28.1140). 
My evidence concerns Post-Classical texts that are usually given much less attention than, 
for instance, non-literary papyri or the New Testament  as is the case also in Holton et al. 
(2019: 1344). The texts I focus on include the works of early apologists (e.g. Justin Martyr) and 
epigraphic sources, including the Greek translation of Res Gestae Divi Augusti, which may have 
been  in contrast to other translations of Roman official documents  composed by a native 
speaker of Greek (Wigtil 1982). Therefore, I also stress the importance of studying these texts. 
In addition, I draw attention to what appears to be the continuity in the e f  (and i  
descendants) in the area of Asia Minor, briefly addressing also the (controversial) issue of 
potential region-specific characteristics of the Hellenistic Koine of (ancient) Asia Minor (e.g. 
B benik 1989: 237 252; Horrocks 2010: 113 114; Sitaridou 2014: 30). 
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THEORETICAL PROBLEMS AND MODERN TECHNOLOGIES 
MAXIM KISILIER 
Saint Petersburg University, 
Institute for Linguistic Studies RAS 
Pontic is one of the most widespread Modern Greek dialects. Along with Turkey, Greece and 
Australia, a major Pontic-speaking community is in Russia. The determination of its exact 
number requires a separate investigation but only in the South of Russia, Pontic is spoken more 
or less fluently by more than 10.000 people. There are also several thousand speakers of Pontic 
in the Siberia and more than 200 Pontic Greeks both in Moscow and in Saint-Petersburg.1 
Although Pontic studies have a relatively long history, we still lack good dictionaries2 
and general grammatical descriptions of Pontic with comparative analysis of regional 
peculiarities and variations. 
In 2019, I started a project aimed at creation of a set of digital high-tech linguistic tools 
for Pontic studies designed not only for linguists but also for common users interested in Pontic. 
So, they can be used for both scholarly and educational purposes. These tools are 
(1) Pontic online dictionary, 
(2) Pontic language corpus and 
(3) morphological analyzer. 
First (demo) version of the online dictionary (with only 17 randomly chosen entries) was 
created in December 2019 (http://pontik.tw1.ru/en/, access date 29.02.2020), and in January 
2020 it was presented to Russian Pontic community which decided to support the project. 
Pontic online dictionary has multilingual interface (Russian, Modern Greek, English 
and Turkish). It can provide the user not only with translations from Pontic into one of the four 
interface languages (the complete version can translate into Pontic as well) and examples of 
usage, but also gives local variants (with sound recorded from native speakers and full 
paradigms), information on morphological derivation, etymology, synonyms and antonyms, 
lexical and semantical classes, etc. It is important that the dictionary will result from 
collaboration of linguists and local Pontic communities (I already have assistance from Pontic 
speakers from South Russia and Trabzon but I intend to involve the data from other regions 
too.). 
Pontic language corpus ill be ba ed n he la f m T ak  hich a  eciall  
created by Timofey Arkhangelsky in 2018 for Tsakonian corpus (it was not started due to 
economic reasons), Corpus of Modern Greek (in progress, the older version of this corpus is 
still found online: http://web-corpora.net/GreekCorpus/search/?interface_language=en, access 
date 29.02.2020) and Albanian National Corpus (http://albanian.web-corpora.net/index.html, 
access date 29.02.2020). The Pontic language corpus will include books published in Pontic in 
 
1 It is noteworthy that most Pontic Greeks from the Crimea received Soviet citizenship only in the early 1970s. 
2 Even the recent dictionaries are either very unprofessional and have many structural and grammatical mistakes 
(Tursun 2019), or are based on older dictionaries without taking into account modern data (  2020). 
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the USSR in 1930 1937, Pontic folklore, field research data, texts from online blogs, modern 
Pontic songs and poetry.1 
Morphological analyzer is based rather on corpus data than on existing linguistic 
descriptions and its task is recognition of grammatical forms and compilation of paradigms (the 
both processes should be performed automatically with the help of examples from corpus). This 
tool may become an important assistant in interlinear morphemic glossing of Pontic texts. 
In my report I do not intend to describe thoroughly the online dictionary, language corpus 
and morphological analyzer. I would like to make emphasis on linguistic (theoretical) problems 
I have to deal with while working on the project. These are, for example: 
1) Which varieties of Pontic exist now and differences they demonstrate 
2) Which grammar forms are relevant for morphological analyzer 
3) Number of declension/conjugation types and if there is any way to combine at least 
some of these types 
4) Which was the language of Soviet Pontic literature  real dialect or some extensions 
of Demotic Greek. 
I think that results of the Pontic project will be important not only for Pontic studies but 
for other Greek dialects too, and only as a theoretical background but as a ready-for-
implementation technology. 
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TRUE AND PUTATIVE HELLENISMS IN SOUTHERN ITALY: 
GERHARD ROHLFS VS. CLEMENTE MERLO 
MICHELE LOPORCARO 
University of Zurich 
As in general in Italian dialectology, the contribution of Gerhard Rohlfs (1892 1986) is 
absolutely central to the study of language contact between Italo-Romance and Greek. 
Alongside many studies (e.g. Rohlfs 1932; 1972) and a reference grammar of Greek enclaves 
(Rohlfs 1977), he provided (southern) Italian dialect lexicography with an essential tool, viz. 
his LGII (and its predecessor, the EWUG), a work which figures prominently in any discussion 
of Hellenisms. This will be exemplified reviewing some of the materials discussed in this 
reference work. Thus, for instance, kjatru, ne he d  f  ice  in he n I al -Romance 
(Sicilian, etc.: see AIS 2. 381 382), was first explained  after a series of unfruitful attempts by 
b h e i  ch la  and ama e , incl ding Abba e cianni  (1896: 26)   with Latin 
clatri g a ing, l ck  b  Me l  (1909: 241 243), who tried in turn to interpret the latter as a 
Latin formation, based on clavis ke . H e e , c n ide ing hi  d a  a Helleni m ( h gh 
ultimately from the same IE root) has several advantages: the form which entered Classical 
Latin, and lives on in e.g. Sicilian kjatru, must have been Doric Gk.  (< * ( ) , 
DELL 125, EDG 711), while Ionic-Attic /  accounts for the co-existence in 
Southern Italy of variants with stressed i (e.g. Salentino kjitru), which would remain otherwise 
unexplained. Indeed, one finds such southern Italian outcomes under  in LGII 244. 
Like all cien ific k, h gh, R hlf  LGII must be examined critically. In particular, 
i  ha  been a g ed ha  he a h  n  inf e en l  ed nacce able G eek e m l gie  
(Alessio 1980: 5) for example for Calabrian words that G. Alessio has more persuasively 
interpreted as medieval Gallicisms, which entered both Romance and Greek dialects of southern 
Italy in parallel. The tendency to overestimate the Greek lexical share also creeps elsewhere in 
R hlf  k, n  nl   he de imen  f Gallici m  b  al  f he indigen  le ical ck 
f La in igin. Thi  ill be h n anal ing he name  f he blackbe  in he h-eastern 
corner of the Peninsula between Salento, Puglia and eastern Lucania, as exemplified by Barese 
lúm r . For this, Rohlfs (1923) proposed a Greek etymon (later reproduced in EWUG 5 and 
LGII 9) which I will critically evaluate against the background of previous proposals by 
Salvioni (1909; 1911) and Merlo (1919). These ultimately trace back lúm r  and its many 
variants (as diverse as e.g. Salentino krúmmula, númaru, rúmula etc.) to Latin morum 
blackbe , an e lana i n ejec ed b  R hlf  (1923) a ealing  a ge ling i ic a g men  
which is refuted in Loporcaro (2019). 
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RETRO-DIGITIZATION IN GREEK DIALECTOLOGY AND LEXICOGRAPHY: 
CHALLENGES OF MORPHO-PHONETIC REPRESENTATION 
OF THE CAPPADOCIAN DIALECT 
IO MANOLESSOU1, ATHANASIOS KARASIMOS2 & GEORGIA KATSOUDA3 
Academy of Athens1, 3 & Centre of the Greek Language2 
This study presents the first digital standardized encoding for a hierarchical annotated digital 
dictionary of the Cappadocian dialect. Given the need for a deeper understanding and 
representation of dialectal data at the different levels of linguistic analysis and the lack of an 
encoding standard, an encoding scheme/template has been created for a multilevel linguistic 
annotation and lexicographical representation.  
This standard addresses, among others, the following issues: 
x System of phonetic transcription both in the IPA and in the Greek alphabet (use of 
diacritics, Unicode conformity, compatibility with previous transcription approaches, user-
friendliness) 
x System of geographic identification (standardization of placenames on the basis of 
extensive research in the sources and evaluation of variants, alternative realization depending 
on the medium- print vs. digital, connection to digital map and geonames from geographical 
information systems) 
x System of example classification and presentation (on the basis of various types of 
examples: excerpts of transcribed oral interviews, older written sources, simple narration vs. 
phrases vs. proverbs vs. songs) 
x Overall system of data presentation (compatibility with the format of major dialectal 
dictionaries such as the Historical Dictionary of Modern Greek-ILNE, the dictionary of South 
Italian Greek-ILEIKI, the dictionary of the Pontic Dialect-ILP and the dictionary of the 
Tsakonian dialect-LT) and an la i n  f he he e lde  in  f ma  in  a a e-of-the-art 
digital XML encoding, capable of addressing and covering any dialectal variety with minimum 
adaptations and of transforming into any dominant XML schema or Dictionary Writing System. 
The proposed standard is compared to corresponding international attempts in dialectal 
e-lexicography (e.g. the online version of the English Dialect Dictionary EDD Online), as 
well as to previous smaller-scale Greek projects (e.g. the Tridialectal Dictionary). 
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A COMPUTERIZED GEO-LINGUISTIC APPROACH TO CAPPADOCIAN GREEK 
DIALECTAL VARIATION: FIRST RESULTS AND FUTURE ASPECTS 
DIMITRA MELISSAROPOULOU1 & STAVROS BOMPOLAS2 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki1 & University of Patras2 
This paper offers a presentation of the first attempt to visualize different aspects and patterns 
of geo-linguistic variation of Cappadocian Greek e ing n DicaDLand , a la ge-scale 
research project on the Digitization of the Cappadocian Dialectal Landscape. For the purposes 
of this presentation, we focus on mapping of phonological and morphological variation, the 
ultimate goal being the compilation of a complete computerized dialectal atlas of Cappadocian. 
This atlas will serve as an empirical database documenting the linguistic profile of Cappadocian 
for a variety of geographical locations (Map 1), providing a solid background for the 
implementation of dialectometric methods so as to verify, counterargue existing and/or discover 
new patterns of geographical distribution of dialectal phenomena among Cappadocian varieties. 
The starting point of this contribution is the observation that linguistic phenomena usually 
exhibit well-formed spatial patterns (Auer & Schmidt 2010: 760 877). Although physical space 
does not affect directly linguistic structure, it may play a central role in the pathways of 
language variation and change (Glaser 2013; Kortmann 2013). In this line, linguistic atlases 
facilitate an in-depth study of the systematicities of the various linguistic phenomena on the 
grounds that they represent a highly appropriate  if not the most significant  means of 
visualizing and analyzing dialectal data (Kehrein et al. 2010: xi). Though numerous linguistic 
studies have taken advantage of the computerization of linguistic cartography (Lameli 2010: 
585 587), only few emphasize Greek (Ralli et al. 2010 2015, 2017 2018). Furthermore, to the 
best of our knowledge, this is the first dialectometric study on Greek dialectal data. 
To this end, a wide range of dialectal phenomena are drawn in order to create a linguistic 
atlas which visualizes the linguistic profile of the Cappadocian sub-varieties in terms of 
geographical locations. Cartographic work is carried out with the use of QGIS software, a free 
and open-source geographic information system (QGIS Development Team 2020), 
accompanied with a geodatabase, in which every point on the map is georeferenced to its place 
in the coordination system, enabling the integration of georeferenced data of different type (e.g. 
linguistic, cartographic, etc.). Subsequently, we input the georeferenced linguistic data to the 
Gabmap web-application for dialectometrics (Nerbonne et al. 2011; Leinonen et al. 2016), 
which allows us to use various dialectometric calculations to visualize different aspects of patterns 
and plot several types of dialectometric maps (Heeringa 2004; Nerbonne & Heeringa 2010). 
We aspire that the implementation of such an approach to Cappadocian Greek will prove 
advantageous in that the study of areal distribution is not pre-structured on the basis of linguistic 
or other assumptions, but it is generated from a huge set of data in which form variations in a 
single area are considered. In this vein, it may not only verify or counterargue patterns of the 
existing analyses (Dawkins 1916; Karatsareas 2011; Janse forthcoming; Tzitzilis, forthcoming), 
but also recognize further and more deeply entrenched patterns that would be otherwise hidden 
(for similar techniques on different regions, cf. Heeringa 2004; Nerbonne & Siedle 2006; 
Shackleton 2007; Wieling et al. 2007; Nerbonne 2015). 
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AN EMERGING DIALECT OF GREEK? 
THE PERCEPTION OF ALBANIAN FEATURES IN IMMIGRANT GREEK 
REXHINA NDOCI 
Ohio State University 
We examine here the place that the way of speaking associated with a particular ethnic group, 
namely Albanian immigrants in Greece, holds among Greek varieties, and we consider the 
question of whether the presence of Albanian-specific features have created within Greece a 
new dialect, to be more precise, an ethnolect of Greek. 
We first provide relevant background. Albanian immigrants constitute the largest 
immigrant group in Greece and with a population of about half a million individuals (EL.STAT 
2012) they are likely to be the ethnic group with which Greeks have had the most contact. Since 
Albanians started arriving in Greece in the early 1990s, they have been negatively stereotyped 
a  c nning, imi i e, n h , dange  e le and c iminal  (La a idi  & Wicken  
1999: 648) and the part of the media in this has not been negligible (Kapllani & Mai 2005). 
Although language shift has already been noted in the second generation of those immigrants 
(G g na  2009), im i i n fea e  f m Albanian in he immig an  a ie  f G eek eem 
to be salient enough to be the subject of numerous online comments and jokes (cf. the Albanian-
Greek entry in the mock-dictionary-style website slang.gr (2020)). Examples of imposition 
features are the realization of the Standard Modern Greek (SMG) velar fricative [x] as a stop 
[k] in words such as  [ ] illage , he eali a i n f SMG ala al  [c] a  an 
affricate [cç] in words such as  [ci ia] M . , and he hif  f SMG e  f m he 
an e en l ima e  he en l ima e llable in d  ch a  [ i i a] chee e ie . 
The present paper makes use of the Matched Guise Technique (Lambert et al. 1960) to 
experimentally examine the perception of those features in the speech of Albanians that pertain 
to power and solidarity traits and were elicited through a pilot study. Both the evaluations of 
the Greeks and of the members of the Albanian community in Greece are investigated. 
Perception will also be examined based on words that have been stereotyped in public discourse 
a  ca ing he af emen i ned Albanian fea e  (e.g. [k ] f  SMG [ ] illage ), 
specifically contrasting them with words that offer the environment for the emergence of 
Albanian fea e , b  ha e n  been e e ed (e.g. [ka a] f  SMG [ a a] j ). Thi  
methodology will allow us an insight into the judgements listeners make about speakers who 
produce Albanian features and the sorts of cues listeners react to when they evaluate people 
based on their speech. 
As for expected findings, first, we predict that speakers with Albanian features will be 
evaluated more negatively in power and solidarity traits than speakers who do not have such 
features in their speech. Second, we predict that the judgements of the members of the Albanian 
community will be similarly negative to the judgements of Greeks, i.e. members of the host 
population. Further, we hypothesize that Albanians themselves, in an attempt to deal with the 
negative characterizations towards their ethnic group, will be harsh in their evaluations of 
eake  h  all  hei  Albanian-ne   h . Finall , e edic  ha  e e ed d  
carrying the features will be evaluated more negatively than non-stereotyped words with 
listeners reacting to the linguistic stereotyping rather than the Albanian features themselves. 
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As to the question of Albanian Greek as an ethnolect, it is clear that there are several 
features that characterize the use of Greek by Albanian immigrants. Theories of ethnolect 
formation (e.g. Wolck 2002) will be considered in an evaluation of how Albanian Greek 
measures up against other known instances of emerging ethnolects, e.g. Chicano English or 
Kiezdeutsch. 
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THE ATTESTATION OF SYNTACTIC ARCHAISMS IN TSAKONIAN 
NICK NICHOLAS 
National Schools Interoperability Program 
In his dissertation, Liosis (2007: 6.2.4) claims that Propontis Tsakonian preserves a number of 
syntactic archaisms, which were already retreating in the early 20th century in Peloponnesian 
Tsakonian under the influence of Standard Modern Greek, and which had only a vestigial 
presence among the very oldest terminal speakers he surveyed. These archaisms had also been 
noted by Pernot (1934) and other linguists working on Tsakonian, and include: mobility of 
auxiliaries; post-position of clitics; and complement and adverbial (gerundial) participles. (A 
fourth particularlity, the use of relativiser p i as a non-factive complementiser, is an innovation 
rather than an archaism, albeit an innovation that occurs repeatedly in Greek dialect: Nicholas 
(2000).) 
In order to trace the speed with which these phenomena retreated in Peloponnesian 
Tsakonian, I survey all early Tsakonian texts available to me. The gerundial participle (itself 
not absent from Standard Modern Greek) is relatively healthy even in late Tsakonian; the other 
constructions are sporadic even in relatively early texts, and demonstrate that Tsakonian had 
already undergone significant pressure from Standard Greek in the 19th century. 
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IN SEARCH OF PELOPONNESIAN 
NIKOLAOS PANTELIDIS1 & VASSILIOS SPYROPOULOS2 
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens1, 2 
This paper discusses the dialectal situation of Peloponnese from a historical dialectological 
point of view. More specifically, we will claim that the dialectal situation in Peloponnese is far 
more complex and interesting from the widely accepted view that Standard Modern Greek is 
based on the Peloponnesian so that there is no interest in its examination because of their 
extensive similarity (see for example  2001: 73 74). On the contrary, we will 
show that the Peloponnesian varieties exhibit features that point towards the existence of an old 
dialectal substratum, now almost extinct, and of various and complex relations with other 
dialectal areas, which challenge some of the widely held assumptions about the taxonomy of 
Modern Greek dialects. 
Recent studies (  2001; 2007; 2015;  .) have pointed out that the 
Peloponnesian varieties exhibit features of all grammatical levels that do not exist in Standard 
Modern Greek, e.g.:  
a) aff ica i n f ela   bef e f n  el  ( i aki m ), e.g. [ e ðaci] > [pe ða i], 
[pe ða i] li le child ; 
b) change f medie al / / > /j /, / a />/ a j / ([ a ]); 
c) 2PL non-past active in -ute, e.g. exute  ha e  ( anda d: eçete), a i ðute  ill ee  
(standard: a ðite); 
d) imperfective past of Class 2b verbs such as bori a I c ld/ a  able  ( anda d: bo rusa, 
bo ro I can/am able ). 
We ill d c men  and e amine a n mbe  f ch di inc  fea e  f m a i  a ea  
of Peloponnese. Our data were drawn from extensive documentation of archival material 
(notebook collections in the Folklore Library of the National and Kapodistrian University of 
Athens and in the Research Centre for Modern Greek Dialects of the Academy of Athens) and 
from the very few detailed descriptions of Peloponnesian varieties (  2001; 
 2001, et seq.). These features exhibit a very fragmentary geographical distribution 
and some of them are also systematically attested in dialectal varieties outside Peloponnese, 
such as the i aki m , he change f medie al / / > /j / and he im e fec i e f ma i n  ven-o 
 and v en-o ake  (in ead f vazo, v azo) in the northeastern Peloponnese and the 
Old Athenian dialect group (cf. vano, v ano in other Peloponnesian varieties). Based on such 
facts, we will put forward the hypothesis that Peloponnesian involved a dialect group with 
features that are today almost obsolete and that the systematic occurrence of some of these 
features in areas outside Peloponnese reveals dialectal relations within a wider zone in the 
southern  eastern part of mainland Greece (  2016). Such a dialectal situation 
challenges the taxonomy of the Modern Greek dialects, especially regarding he n h  
h  a i , gi en, am ng he , he consistent attestation of traces of the so-called northern 
vocalism in various areas in Peloponnese. This linguistic situation was extremely affected by 
the historical events that shook Peloponnese during the 17th 19th centuries and resulted in the 
fragmentation of this dialect group and the almost total disappearance of its characteristics. If 
 h he i  i  c ec , hen he ne ec ed  cha ac e i ic  f he Pel nne ian a ie ie  
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may be traced back to this dialectal substratum and provide us with a window to the dialectal 
history of the area. 
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LEFT-HEADED COMPOUNDS IN A RIGHT-HEADED LANGUAGE: 
EVIDENCE FROM MODERN GREEK DIALECTS 
ANGELA RALLI1 & GEORGE CHAIRETAKIS2 
University of Patras1, 2 
In recent decades dialectal studies have contributed to theoretical linguistics, allowing scholars 
not only to test hypotheses on language structures and language properties on a much larger 
empirical basis, but also to refine them in a non-trivial fashion. Dialects offer a valuable test-
bed for the identification of the grammatical principles and have been used to pin down 
differences and variation patterns that usually escape in theoretical studies which are based on 
standard languages.  
In this presentation, we intend to discuss the issue of headedness in Greek compounding. 
We will show that although Standard Modern Greek is a clearly right-headed language and its 
compounds are also right-headed (Ralli 2013), certain Modern Greek dialects show a number 
of left-headed formations. This is not the first time that these structures attract the attention of 
linguists. Andreou (2014) has already observed the phenomenon in the Greek-based Cypriot 
and Grekanico and has claimed that it goes back to Ancient Greek, although it was never 
productively built. 
Our work draws evidence from the Data Base of Dialectal Compounds (DICOMP), which 
has been developed and stored at the Laboratory of Modern Greek Dialects of the University 
of Patras (https://www.lmgd.philology.upatras.gr), and contains 13.780 dialectal compounds 
with their properties, taken from the entire range of Modern Greek Dialects. We will discuss 
that among the endocentric compounds there is a total of about 120 left-headed structures, and 
that, interestingly, almost all of them are located in the Aegean and Ionian islands, Crete, 
Cyprus, and South Italy. See (1) for indicative examples:  
(1) Cretan malorupo < mal(i) rup(os) 
wool of bad quality wool dirt 
Heptanesian afedabelo < afed(is) abel(i) 
master of vineyard master vineyard 
Cycladic skololambro < skol(i) lambr(i) 
feast of Easter feast Easter 
Although we agree with Andreou that these structures were not unknown in Ancient 
Greek, we argue that the language-contact factor has played a significant role in their pattern 
revival, since the areas where these compounds appear are exactly those which have been under 
Italo-Romance domination (Ralli 2019), and, as is well known, Italo-Romance compounding 
is principally left-headed (Scalise 1992). Moreover, we claim that innovative left-headed 
compounds have also been admitted as possible structural patterns, on the basis that a language 
can accept innovations due to contact if they correspond to its own tendencies, in accordance 
with Jakobson (1938) and Ralli (to appear). 
We will accompany our argumentation by a detailed information regarding the data of 
left-headed compounds, as provided by DICOMP.  
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FROM CONTACT TO ‘CONTAMINATION’ AND BEYOND. 
WHAT’S LEFT OF CALABRIAN GREEK AND ITS SPEAKERS IN 2020 
MARIA OLIMPIA SQUILLACI 
University of Naples L Orientale  
Minority languages, as noted by Grinevald and Sinha (2016: 27), a e f en c n ide ed a kind 
of symbolic package handed down from generation to generation, whose transmission is ideally 
both whole and accurate, with deviations from these normative ideals (such as those arising 
from language contact or intergenerational differences in contexts of acquisition and use) being 
ie ed a  nf na e n i e in he da a . S ch an a ach ma  fa  i  a i de  i hin 
speakers, who might feel monitored concerning the authenticity of their speech and treated as 
guinea-pigs (Petropoulou 1997). This in turn instantiates cycles of restriction (Floray 2004) 
hich ma  e en all  b ing ab  lang age b le ce, ma  infl ence eake  eech 
production, compromising the quality of research outcomes and crucially, can also influence 
eake  lang age e, leading me  aband n hei  lang age al ge he  (D hle & Squillaci 
in prep.). Despite the number of studies on these issues (Craig 1993; Yamada 2007; Fitzgerald 
& Joshua 2013; Grinevald & Sinha 2016, a.o.), no academic work has so far analysed the effects 
of such approaches on the Greko community of southern Calabria or indeed on any other 
Greek/Greek-based dialect. Greko is an extremely endangered Greek variety spoken in southern 
Calabria, where attempts to revitalise it go back to 1968, when the first Greko language 
association was founded. 
In this presentation, I will therefore (i) analyse current language use within the Greko 
community, particularly focusing on the intergenerational use of the language between L1 and 
L2 eake  f G ek . Thi  anal i  ill hed ligh  n lde  e le  a i de a d  hei  
language, and towards potential learners and new speakers. I will draw on data from the project 
In e iga ing he f e f he G eek ling i ic min i ie  f S he n I al , part of the 
Sustaining Minoritized Languages in Europe (SMiLE  Smithsonian Institution) program, for 
which I acted as principal co-investigator together with Dr Manuela Pellegrino (Pellegrino & 
Squillaci forth., Pellegrino & Squillaci in prep.). (ii) I will investigate morphosyntactic change 
in the speech production of younger and older speakers and compare the results with data 
collected in previous decades (Falcone 1973; Rohlfs 1977; Karanastasis 1984 92; Katsoyannou 
1995, a.o.) when the vitality of the language was considerably higher, in order to understand 
the extent to which Greko has undergone structural changes, and what factors led to them, i.e. 
language contact, language decay, language internal change. Within this discussion particular 
attention will be paid to the relatively recent influence of Standard Modern Greek, so as to 
evaluate its actual interference with Greko.  
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THE INFINITIVE AS A MORPHOSYNTACTIC CATEGORY. 
THE CASE OF GRIKO AND NEIGHBOURING ROMANCE DIALECTS 
GIUSEPPE TORCOLACCI 
University of Leiden 
1. Introduction, data and aim of the study 
To date, Griko and Greko dialects, on a par with Pontic varieties, are the only Modern Greek 
varieties that feature the presence of infinitives in their grammars (cf. Joseph 1990; Ralli 2016). 
With reference to data collected by the author in the area where Griko varieties are spoken, the 
purpose of this study is to consider:  
i. The contexts where infinitives are attested in Griko dialects spoken nowadays; 
ii. The nature of infinitives of Griko dialects as well as of neighbouring Romance dialects 
(Salentino).  
Infinitives in Griko dialects spoken today are attested only after the modal verb can. Other 
modals and verbs in main position, conversely, have the faculty of selecting na-clauses, i.e. 
finite verbs introduced by the particle na (cf. 1): 
(1) Dialect of Sternatìa 
a. sòzzo milìsi   can.pres.1sg speak.inf. 
b. è nna milìso must.sg that speak.pres.1sg 
c. ta kùo na milìsone  them hear.pres.1sg that speak.pres.3pl  
d. tèlo na milìso want.pres.1sg that speak.pres.1sg 
Salentino dialects, differently from Griko varieties, feature infinitives after a wider set of 
verbs in main position, i.e. after the modals can and must, as well as after verbs of perception 
(cf. 2): 
(2) Dialect of Andrano 
a. pòzzu cuntàre   can.pres.1sg speak.inf. 
b. àjju cuntàre  must.1sg speak.inf. 
c. l a u ntìsi cuntàre them have.pres.1sg heard speak.inf.  
d. vòjju (ku) kkùntu  want.pres.1sg (that) speak.pres.1sg 
2. Analysis 
Based on the above referred data, the gist of this presentation is to propose that infinitives of 
Griko and Salentino dialects correspond to morphosyntactic units that express a subset of tense, 
aspect and mood, or TAM, feature values. As for Griko, I postulate that the infinitive versus 
na-clause alternation observed in (1) hinges upon the type of mood value encoded on the 
embedded verb (cf. Torcolacci & Livadara 2019). In specific, I postulate that Griko infinitives 
e e  eali , i.e. a m d al e encoded on true prepositions headed by subject-oriented 
modals such as can (cf. Palmer 1990). In the case of speaker-oriented modals such as must (cf. 
Bybee 1985), conversely, the embedded clause, overtly spelled out by the particle na and a 
finite verb, encode  he m d al e i eali . Thi  i  d e  he fac  ha  na-clauses headed by 
must are considered as future irrealis infinitives endowed with episodic interpretation (cf. 
Wurmbrand 2014). As for Salentino dialects, instead, I claim that the infinitive versus finite 
verb alternation is strictly linked to the uniformity of tense values shared by the main and 
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embedded clause. As a matter of fact, the main and embedded clauses in (2a)-(2c) all share the 
same time reference, i.e. they refer to the same time-frame, with the exclusion of (2d), where 
the time reference predicated by the embedded clause is posterior to that predicated by the main 
clause. In this way, Salentino infinitives behave similarly to simultaneous infinitives (cf. 
Wurmbrandt 2014), inasmuch as their time reference being uniform with that of the main 
clause.  
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INNOVATIVE PAST PERFECT IN STANDARD AND CYPRIOT GREEK: 
SEMANTIC AND SOCIOLINGUISTIC VARIATION 
STAVROULA TSIPLAKOU1, SPYROS ARMOSTIS2, SPYRIDOULA BELLA3, 
DIMITRIS MICHELIOUDAKIS4, AMALIA MOSER3 & RENA TORRES-CACOULLOS5 
Open University of Cyprus1, European University Cyprus2, 
University of Athens3, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki4 
& Pennsylvania State University5 
In Modern Greek the past perfect has the principal reading of past in the past as well as an 
innovative remote past reading (Hedin 1987; Moser 2003): 
(1) ixa pai sto pa risi pa a 
have.PAST.1S go.PERF to.the.S.ACC Paris.S.ACC long ago 
I had been (: en )  Pa i  l ng ime ag  
A recent variationist study (Tsiplakou et al. 2019) examined the differences in the 
semantics of the past perfect in Standard and Cypriot Greek; a major finding was that in Cypriot 
Greek an innovative past perfect is emerging which is unlike the Standard Greek one in that it 
can appear in positions in the narrative sequence where the past in the past reading is 
semantically odd or unacceptable; this indicates that in Cypriot Greek the innovative past 
perfect is a variant of the simple past: 
(2) e milisa me ton an I t e ixa 
speak.PAST.1S with the.S.ACC Yannis.S.ACC and have.PAST.1S 
tu ana feri inda mbu e ine 
him.S.ACC mention.PERF what is.that happen.PAST.3S 
I spoke to Yannis and I had mentioned (: mentioned) to him what happened (: had 
ha ened)  
Thi  mid- e ence  past perfect was deemed unacceptable by speakers of Standard 
Greek on the basis that the reading past-in-the-past is out-of-sequence in contexts such as (2). 
However, the data provide strong indications for apparently similar innovative uses of the past 
perfect in Standard Greek as well, as uses such as the ones in (3) and (4) below are emerging 
in the repertoires of younger speakers: 
(3) ixa pai se ena parti xtes 
have.PAST.1S go.PERF to a.S.ACC party.S.ACC yesterday 
I had g ne (: en )  a a  e e da  (n n-remote past) 
(4) pi ame prota sto pilio ce me ta 
go.PAST.1P first to.the.S.ACC Pelio.S.ACC and then 
ixame pai stin a loniso 
have.PAST.1P go.PERF to.the.S.ACC Alonnisos.S.ACC 
We went to Pelio fi  and hen e had g ne (: en )  Al nni  ( end-of-
e ence ) 
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Interestingly, the findings in Tsiplakou et al. (2019) indicate the higher acceptability of 
end-of- e ence  past perfect with verbs denoting emotion, such as the one in (5), for Standard 
Greek speakers: 
(5) mas evalan na a kusume 
us.ACC make.PAST.3P to hear.PERF.3P 
kati paraðosia ka tra u a 
some traditional.P.ACC songs.P.ACC 
ce ixame  pe ani sta e a 
and have.PAST.1P die.PERF in.the.P.ACC laughter.P.ACC 
The  made  li en  he e adi i nal ng  and e had died (: died) la ghing  
In this study, using both naturalistic data and data from a grammaticality judgement task, 
we explore further the semantic properties of the innovative past perfect in both varieties as 
well as the sociolinguistic factors affecting variation among the innovative uses. The data 
suggest that for Standard Greek speakers the relevant semantic property may well be the 
availability of a result-state component in the past perfect predicates, coupled with the 
pragmatic function of backgrounding the past perfect forms to fulfill various narrative functions 
(cf. Bertinetto 2014). In contrast, in Cypriot Greek the innovative past perfect shows the same 
rates of acceptability irrespective of the semantic properties of the predicates, confirming that 
it is merely a variant of simple past. As regards sociolinguistic aspects of the semantic shift, the 
data indicate that younger, less educated participants are leading the innovation. 
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ON THE SEMANTIC AND PRAGMATIC PROPERTIES OF DISCOURSE MARKERS 
IN DIFFERENT VARIETIES: taha IN STANDARD AND CYPRIOT GREEK 
STAVROULA TSIPLAKOU1 & COSTAS PAPAPETROU2 
Open University of Cyprus1, 2 
The aim of this paper is to examine and compare the semantic and pragmatic properties of the 
Standard Greek and Cypriot Greek particle taha (/ a/, edl  / allegedl ) and  
account for the differences in the properties of taha and its uses in the two varieties of Greek in 
question, implementing insights from relevance theory (Sperber & Wilson 1986/1995).  
The evidential / hearsay function of taha is shared by Standard and Cypriot Greek: 
(1) en/ine taxa epitiçimenos  
Supposedly / allegedly he is cce f l  
Cypriot Greek taha has an array of additional functions (Papapetrou 2017; Tsiplakou & 
Papapetrou, forthc.): 
(2) pirazo tin t e taxa en mu mila tora 
I kee  ea ing he  and taha he  n  eaking  me n  
In (2) taha does not suggest hearsay, not does it cast doubt on the veridicality of the 
second proposition; the person mentioned is indeed not talking to the speaker and the speaker 
obviously has direct knowledge of the fact.  
There is some evidence that in the last decade or so a new taha has emerged in the 
informal speech of adolescents: 
(3)  taxa ci ia en e ca a a 
Mi , I ha en , like, d ne m  h me k  
At first blush, it would appear that young taha is a mere filler, as like in English is often 
claimed to be, and that it is used as a hedge (see, e.g., Andersen 2001; Jucker & Smith 1998). 
To account for the data, we capitalize on the distinction between conceptual and 
procedural meaning (Blakemore 2001; Wilson 2016) and the idea that pragmatic markers such 
as the evidential in question may contribute to truth-conditional content but they also contribute 
to the construction of higher-order explicatures, such as propositional attitudes (cf. Unger 
2012). Ifantidou (2001) has shown convincingly that the evidential / hearsay function of 
Standard Greek taha can be best captured by assuming that it carries procedural meaning, 
marking the use of the proposition in its scope as interpretive / attributive / 
metarepresentational; weakened speaker commitment and consequently a dissociative attitude 
towards the truth of the proposition in the scope of taha arises as an implicature of the 
metarepresentational use of the proposition. We take this analysis on board and we argue that 
the dialectal differences between the two varieties ultimately boil down to whether taha 
expresses speaker attitudes towards what is being said or towards what is being implicated, the 
latter being the case with Cypriot Greek taha in examples such as (2) (cf. Blass 1990; Tsiplakou 
2005). We also argue that the use of taha as a filler by younger Cypriot speakers does not fall 
outside the continuum of the expected uses of taha, but can also be accounted for on the basis 
of the assumption that taha marks the use of the proposition in its scope as metarepresentational, 
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thereby helping infer a propositional attitude of non-commitment to the associated content, 
which may make it suitable as a hedging device mitigating potentially face-threatening acts. 
This study can be seen as an exploration of the nature of pragmatic variation among related 
geographical varieties and the varieties and speech-styles of different age groups, as well as of 
the theoretical underpinnings that allow us to best describe and interpret aspects of such 
variation.  
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THE DICADLAND HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF THE CAPPADOCIAN DIALECTS 
AS A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF VARIATION AND CHANGE 
SYMEON TSOLAKIDIS1, DIMITRA MELISSAROPOULOU2 & CHRISTOS PAPANAGIOTOU3 
University of Patras1, 3 & Aristotle University of Thessaloniki2 
The e en  a e  aim   ffe  in igh  n he a  m de n dialec al (e-)le ic g a h  can 
in e ac  and c n ib e  he d  f G eek lang age a ia i n and change e ing n a la ge-
cale le ic g a hical jec , DicaDLand , hich aim   d ce a hi ical dic i na  f 
Ca ad cian G eek. The Dic i na  i  being b il  ing he fe i nal dic i na  edi ing 
f a e TLe  S i e, a e f l and e -f iendl  l hich ha  been bjec   
a ame i a i n and ada i n f  he e  f he jec . 
T  hi  end, me e e en a i e en ie  ill be  nde  c in  a  a a  f ill a ing 
hei  c n ib i n  m de n ling i ic e ea ch. Fi , in he ca e f he lemma  [ a ]  
g , ca , ake, an , da a ema i a i n f  he c m ila i n f hi  en , e 
a ic la l  e ealing f he a ia i n and change e h a i e f m  e e bjec   (ei he  a  
im e a i e  bj nc i e f m , f  e am le  [ ame] G !, Take! ,   Le  g ! ) in 
he dialec  f Ca ad cia, aking in  acc n  ecen  he e ical a ache  n 
g amma icali a i n ce e  (cf. Lehmann 2015) and dialec  c n ac  (B i ain 2018). 
An he  in e e ing lemma i   [a f ] hi , di la ing m l i le a ian  hich a e 
ed ei he  a  a e nal  a dem n a i e n n. F  e am le,   ; Wh  i  he? , 
  '  ; Wh  i  hi  e n? ,   d    d   He li ed 
all he e 15 ea  like an a ,  do  (d ) d    d  do  meaning b h 
Thi  man led he  h band  he illage  and Thi  man a  aken (led) b  he  h band 
 he illage . In hi  ca e, da a e a ic la l  e ealing f he cc ing a ia i n 
highligh ing m e clea l  and ema icall  hei  m h n ac ic e ie  and he n-g ing 
a ia i n and change in he ligh  f he  c - cc ing de el men  ( ch a  he l  f 
g amma ical gende  di inc i n  and he ne e i a i n f n minal (and n minal) inflec i n 
(cf. Ka a a ea  2011). 
La l , c -e amina i n f e e al lemma a, ch a  (1)   c me  ne  
en e  (V.) . Ulaga h [a i k ], . Malak i [a i i ], (2)   
nde and  (V.) . Ulaga h [a na d ], . Pha a a [a na ], . 
Malak i [a gla di ], . Malak i, P amia, Pha a a [a na i ], (3)  g a e  
(V.) .A a an [ k ], . Ulaga h [ k ], . Sina  [ ci ] . 
Anak , A , A a an [ ci ], e eal  a ia i n and i al  in e m  f d c i i  am ng 
diffe en  e b f ma i n ce e , in he mic -dialec al le el, a  f  in ance he fac  ha  in 
Ulaga h, c n a   he  illage , he e i   a ng endenc  f  he f ma i n f e b  i h 
n  de i a i nal e bali e  (cf. [a i k ] in Ulagatsh . [a i i ] in Malak i). 
Gene ali ing, hi  e en a i n i  mean   hed ligh  n he c n ib i n he en ial 
m de n digi al le ic g a hic l  can ffe  in m de n dialec l gical e ea ch, be nd he 
im le digi ali a i n f elec nic e d c i n f ha d c  da a, f  ema i ing in e nal 
a ia i n. In hi  e ec i e, he  ha e an im an  c n ib i n in de ic ing diffe en  
de el men al age  f a ling i ic change  de ending n he m e  le  c n e a i e 
cha ac e  f each diffe en  dialec al em  a i ing h  in he ec n c i n f he 
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de el men al a h  ha  e e f ll ed and in acing he mechani m  f change (Na g & 
Heine 2011; Giacal ne Rama  e  al. 2013; Meli a l  2016). 
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VOWEL VARIATION IN THE MIŠÓTIKA CAPPADOCIAN OF MANDRA (LARISA) 
NICOLE VASSALOU1, DIMITRIS PAPAZACHARIOU2 & MARK JANSE3 
University of Patras1, 2 & Ghent University1, 3 
The aim f hi  a e  i   di c  he change  in he el em f c n em a  Mi ika 
Cappadocian as it is spoken in Mandra (Larisa). Our study is based on recordings of 10 native 
eake  f Mi ika (5 male, 5 female) f m Mand a, a mi ed eech community, where 
descendants of refugees from Misti live together with locals who speak the dialectal variety of 
La i a. We anal e he cha ac e i ic  f he Mi ika el em, aking mechani m  f 
language contact and linguistic change into consideration (see, e.g., Trudgill 1986; Hickey 
2010; Chambers & Schilling 2013). 
The Cappadocian vowel system, before the population exchange in 1924, consisted of 
eigh  el , aligning i  i h he el em f T ki h, i.e. /a, e, i, , , , , / (Dawkins 
1916; Jan e 2009). Acc ding   finding , h e e , he c en  el em f Mi ika 
speakers from Mandra seems to diverge significantly from the older one. 
Remarkably, a previously unrecorded vowel /æ/ that does not exist either in Modern 
Greek or in Turkish, is now prominently present in words of both Greek and Turkish origin. 
M e e , he T ki h  el  [ , , ], which do not exist in Modern Greek, are at the stage 
of elimination, due to contact with Modern Greek through a levelling process, something has 
also been found in previous studies of the vowel system of other Cappadocian communities in 
Northern Greece (Vassalou et al. 2019). 
A  he ame ime, he G eek  el  [i, e, a, , ] e en  a diffe en  di ib i n, ince 
it seems to be assimilated with the phonetic realizations of the vowels of the local variety of 
Larisa, because of the close contact between the Cappadocian and local communities. 
To conclude, the study shows that the Cappadocian native speakers from Mandra use a 
variety that is not identical to the older one, with changes that indicate long-term 
accommodation and levelling. 
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